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GIRLS 3/4 DIVISION RULES 
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RULES: 

 Games must start no later than 5 minutes past the scheduled start time or end of the previous 

game in the event that game runs overtime.   

 Coaches and players must demonstrate good sportsmanship.  Coaches are responsible to 

control the parents.   

 Notify the league commissioner of any injuries 

 Each team will submit a lineup rotation and score sheet before the game begins.  The lineup will 

designate the order that the players will enter the game.  A new set of players will enter the 

game at the 12:00, 8:00 and 4:00 minute mark of each half, and at the beginning of the second 

half.  Substitutions can only be made if there is an injury.  During overtime, a coach can play any 

5 players.  A coach can substitute freely in overtime.  Any team that does not follow the rotation 

properly will be assessed a technical foul (two pts. and the ball).  The rotation cannot change 

during the game.  Any late player will be placed at the bottom of the rotation.   

 Technical fouls are an automatic 2 points and the ball. 

 All assistant coaches and players not in the game must stay seated at all times.  Only the head 

coach can stand during a game.  Assistant coaches are not permitted to speak to the officials 

during a game.   

 Games will consist of (2) 16 minute halves.  The clock will continue to run for each half with the 

following exceptions. 

o Substitutions.  The clock will stop every 4 minutes for rotation change.   

o Free throws.  The clock stops until the first free throw attempt.  After the first shot, the 

clock runs again. 

o The clock will stop on all whistles during the last 30 seconds of the first half and the last 

90 seconds of the second half only.  

 Each team gets 2 timeouts per half. 

 Half-time is 3 minutes 

 Overtime is 2 minutes. If the game is still tied after the first overtime, teams will play (1) 2:00 

sudden death overtime.  First point wins.  After second overtime if there is not a winner, the 

game will remain a tie.  In the playoffs the overtime will continue until there is a winner. 

 Games will start with a jump ball.  Possession arrow will be used for the remainder of the game.  

Each overtime starts with a jump ball. 

 Five fouls per player/per game.  If a team only has five players, they will continue to play with 5, 

however each foul committed by the fouled out player will result in a technical foul. 



 Teams will shoot 1 and 1 after the 7th team foul per half.  Teams will shoot 2 shots on the 10th 

team foul.  Players must start behind the foul line but can jump over the line on the shot.   

 Ball size is 28.5” (women’s ball) Basket heights are as follows: 

o 3rd grade – 9’ baskets     

o 4th Grade – 9’ 6” baskets  

o 3/4 Girls – 9’ baskets 

 Teams must play man-to-man defense the entire game.   Man-to-man defense will pick up inside 

of the 3-point arc.  No press allowed unless a team is attempting to fast break in the final 30 

seconds of a half.   

 Defenders should be within 3-5 feet of their opponent. 

 Defense can play help defense and switch on screens. 

 Defensive 3 second violations will be called when a defender is 3-5 feet of their opponent.  

Each team will receive 3 warnings for this violation.  The 4th violation will result in a technical 

foul (2 points and the ball). 

 Teams can fast break in the final 30 seconds of a half.  

 An offensive team has 10 seconds to cross half court.  Once across half court they have 7 

seconds to penetrate the 3-point arc.  Once the 3-point arc has been penetrated OR 7 seconds 

expires, the defense can play defense anywhere in the offensive half court.  There is only one 7 

second time frame per possession.  If there is to be an inbounds play for the offense, after the 7 

seconds has expired, the defense is still able to defend outside the arc.    

 Any made shot behind the 3-point line will count as 2 points.  Exception: 3 point shots can count 

as 3 pointers in the last 30 seconds of the game.   

 Back court violations are enforced.  (At Royersford it is a modified back court.  Ask referees for 

explanation). 

 In any area not covered by specific league rules, PIAA rules for High School will apply  

 PLAYOFF SEEDINGS ARE DONE BY A RANDOM DRAW OF THE TEAMS.  REGULAR SEASON 

RECORDS DO NOT DETERMINE PLAYOFF SEEDINGS.   


